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“A” and “B” bases for material properties, 125

aeroelasticity, 806

aileron reversal, 807

Airy Stress function, 202, 791

anisotropic materials, 156

applied elasticity. See strength of materials

applied loads per unit of beam length, 272

bar, 6

basic strip theory, 819

Bauschinger effect, 124

beam bending slopes, 233

beam boundary condition equations, 282

beam buckling, 792

beam cross-sectional properties. See also St. Venant’s

constant uniform torsion

bending and extension, 241

modified area for shearing, 670

torsion of thin beam cross-sections, 405, 415, 416

beam cross-sections, thin open or thin closed,

403

beam deflection differential equations, 282

beams, short beam solution, 195, 198

Beltrami–Michell equations, 188

Bernoulli–Euler beam theory, 231

Betti’s law, 690

Bianchi’s identities, 93

biaxial and triaxial loadings, 136

binomial series, 3

boundary conditions

derived for beam bending and extension, 518

derived for uniform beam torsion, 519

general stress formulation, 188

stated for plates, 770, 773

boundary element/integral method, 540

boundary value problems, 282

Bredt’s equations, 417

brick finite element, 637

buckling. See beam buckling; plate buckling

bulkheads. See frames

calculus of variations, 512

Castigliano’s first theorem, 747

Castigliano’s method/second theorem. See unit load

method

Cauchy equations, 21, 514

center of twist, 473

chain rule for partial differentiation, 4

characteristic equation of an o.d.e., 328

characteristic value problem, 56. See also eigenvalue

problem

compact beam cross-sections, 238

compatibility equations

Cartesian coordinates, 84, 371

cylindrical coordinates, 94

complementary strain energy, 504, 538

complementary strain energy/CVW

beam bending and extension, 660

beam shearing, 669

beam torsion, 667

complementary virtual work, 498, 538

compliance matrix, 152

composite materials, 157

concentrated forces, 316

conservative forces, 483

constitutive equations, 153

coordinate axis rotations, 39

crack propagation, 133, 145

creep, 114, 127

curved beams, large radius, 683

“cuts,” 734. See also releases (of constraints)

damping, 123

deflection interactions, 306, 310, 327, 365

deflection type analyses. See stiffness type analyses

deflections, 69, 232, 763

deformations, 69

degrees of freedom. See generalized coordinates

determinate structures. See indeterminacy

Dirac delta function, limited definition and use, 317

direction cosines, 20, 41

displacement formulations, 173. See also Navier

equations

displacements, 68

distributed generalized coordinates, 598

divergence, 220, 336, 356, 808

ductility, 119, 124

dummy load method. See unit load method

dynamic equilibrium, 17, 645

effective beam length for buckling, 334

eigenvalue problem

differential equation, 332

matrix, 56, 814

eigenvector weighted orthogonality, 822

elastic axis, 444, 457

elastic foundation, 304

elastic limit, 122
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930 Index

elastic stability. See beam buckling; plate buckling

elastic supports and their BCs, 312

elasticity, 123, 146

energy, 122

energy of distortion, maximum, 62. See also von

Mises shearing stresses

enforced deflection boundary conditions, in the finite

element method, 611

engineering accuracy, 227

engineering theory of beams. See Bernoulli–Euler

beam theory

equation(s) of motion, 647, 817

equilibrium equations

for beam stress resultants, 272, 279

boundary. See Cauchy equations

general, 19, 370

for plate stress resultants, 670

Euler–Lagrange equation, 513

exact solutions, 192

external virtual work, beam buckling, 531

faces of differential-sized volumes

back, 14

front, 14

factor of safety, 125. See also limit load factor;

ultimate load factor

false strains, finite element, 653

fatigue in metals, 129, 144

fillets

maximum shearing stress, 409

need for, 382, 409

finite difference method, 524

finite element analysis accuracy, 600

finite element method, 545

deflection boundary conditions, 565

refined elements, 637

finite element structural model, 558

flexibility influence coefficient matrix,

flexibility type analyses, 700. See also stress

formulations

flutter

airfoil, 814

general, 220, 336, 646

force type analyses. See flexibility type analyses

forces, body, 17

frames, 220

free vibrations. See natural vibrations

functions of integration, 839

functions of matrices, 833

Galerkin method, 525

Gauss’s theorem. See Green–Gauss theorem

generalized coordinates, 546. See also distributed

generalized coordinates

generalized forces, 510, 553

Greek alphabet, ix

Green–Gauss theorem, 475

Green’s theorem. See Green–Gauss theorem

Guyan reduction, 622

Hamilton’s principle, 480, 508

Heaviside step function, 318

Hellinger–Reissner principle, 504

homogeneity, 115

Hooke’s law, 122, 146

hysteresis loop, 125

imperfections, structural, 126, 805

indeterminacy, 22, 271, 700

inertia force, 17, 645

inertia matrix. See mass matrix

infinite series, use of, 387

initial strains/stresses, 610

intergration of strains, 195, 209

inverse method, 193, 203, 370

isotropic materials, 153. See also transversely

isotropic materials

kinetic energy, 510

Kirchoff hypothesis, 763

Lagrange equations of motion, 459, 480

Lamé (material) constants, 154

Lévy series, 401, 774

limit load factor, 126

linear independence or dependence, 223, 730

longitudinal (structural component). See stringer

margin of safety, 126

mass, in Newton’s second theorem, 12. See also
weight

mass matrix, 821

material flexibility matrix. See compliance matrix

material stiffness matrix, 153

matrix ill-conditioning, 579

matrix iteration, 820

Maxwell–Mohr method. See unit load method

Maxwell’s reciprocity theorem, 689

mean value theorem, 224, 608

membrane analogy, 378

modulus of elasticity, 120, 124

secant, 122, 333

tangent, 120, 333

modulus of rigidity, 125. See also shear modulus

modulus weighted properties

beam bending and extension, 235

plate bending and extension, 760

Mohr’s circle, 47

moment of inertia, 236

polar, 393

principal, 252, 271

monocoque, 219

Mueller–Breslau method. See unit load method

multiconnectivity, 240, 371

natural vibrations

beam, 533

system modeling, 582

Navier equations, 187
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Index 931

Navier series, 401

neutral axis, beam bending, 253

Newton’s method for finding roots, 2

nodes, finite element, 552

numerical solutions, 225

octahedral shearing stresses. See von Mises shearing

stresses

orthogonality, in functions, 388, 400

orthotropic materials, 148

parallel axes theorems, 245

percent elongation, 120

permanent set, 123

plane strain, 85, 162

plane stress finite element. See stiffness matrix

plasticity, 123, 138

plate buckling, 777

plate theory, 759

Poisson’s ratio, 118, 142

potential energy, 502

Prandtl stress function, 371, 518

principal axes, beam cross-section, 252

principle of complementary virtual work, 499–500,

518, 655

principle of the total complementary potential energy,

504

principle of the total potential energy, 503

principle of virtual work, 493–497, 626

products of inertia, 236

proportional limit, regular or offset, 120

Ramberg–Osgood curve fit, 139

Rayleigh–Ritz method, 525

redundant forces/moments or reactions, 700

reference coefficient of thermal expansion, α0, 608

reference modulus of elasticity, E0, 234, 554

refined finite elements. See finite element method

Reissner principle, 504–508

releases, 707, 734

residual stresses, 140–143. See also initial

strain/stresses,

resonance, 831

rib, 220

rigid body motions of structures, 556, 607

rigidity in finite elements, 569–579, 587

rings. See frames

Ritz method. See Rayleigh–Ritz method

safety factor. See factor of safety

semimonocoque, 219

separation of variables, 401

series

binomial, 3

Taylor’s, 2

series representations, truncated infinite, finite

element displacements, 626

shape functions, finite element, 628, 639

shear center, 444, 457, 462

shear flow due to shear forces, 447

in closed cross-sections, 459, 480

in open cross-sections, 448

shear flow due to twisting moments, 411

shear lag, 239

shear modulus, 125, 150, 156

skin, 219–220, 623

slenderness ratio, for beams, 333

snap through instability, 805

software, 523

spar, 220

springs used for structural modeling, 311, 704

St. Venant’s constant for uniform torsion, 375

St. Venant’s principle, 199

stability, neutral, 810

stability diagrams, 802, 820, 828

stability energy criteria, 801

static condensation. See Guyan reduction

stiffener (structural component). See stringer

stiffness matrix

additional, beam shearing, 597

element beam bending, 555, 726

element beam extension, 557

global/system assembly, 560

plane stress rectangular element, 625

rectangular plate element bending, 784

rotated bar element, 604

spring element, 558

when product of inertia not zero, 589

stiffness type analyses, 545. See also displacement

formulations

strain energy, 147

strain energy, actual and virtual, 503

strain gauge, 99

strain gauge rosette, 99

strain hardening, 123, 138

strain rate, 127

strain–displacement equations, linear and nonlinear,

80

strains

Green, 79

longitudinal or normal, 75

in rotated coordinate systems, 95

shear or shearing, 77

thermal, 150

true, 80

strain–stress equations

isotropic materials, 154

orthotropic materials, 152

strength of materials, 368

stress

generalized plane, 53

offset yield, 120

plane, 23, 157, 189, 202

ultimate, 119

yield, 119, 124

stress concentration factors, 129, 130, 133, 238, 387

stress formulations, 168. See also Beltrami–Michell

equations
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932 Index

stress resultants

in beams, 227

in plates, 761

stress, axial normal, in beams, 237, 567

stresses

based on original cross-sectional area, 119

double subscript notation, 10

initial, 126. See also residual stresses

maximum values, 46

octahedral/von Mises shearing, 59

in rotated coordinate systems, 42

stress–strain equations, 153

stringer, 220, 631

substructuring,

symmetry of a structure and loading, as a constraint

on number of unknowns, 170, 180, 388, 702,

722, 726

Taylor’s series, 2

temperature change effects, 127, 504

tensors, 63, 79, 89

tests, tensile, 119

tetrahedron finite element, 636

Theodorsen function, 817

theory of elasticity, overview and solutions

approaches, 167. See also displacement

formulations; stress formulations

thermal forces and moments, equivalent, 235, 249

thin plate bending and extension. See plate theory

time-varying loads, 642

Timoshenko beam theory, 231

torsion box, 220

torsion constant. See St. Venant’s constant for uniform

torsion

total potential energy, 503, 801

tractions, 19

transversely isotropic materials, 157

trial solutions for differential equations, an example,

327

triangular plane stress finite element, 635

trivial solution, 55, 331

ultimate load factor, 126

undetermined coefficients, method of, 221

uniform torsion, 369, 518, 846

unit load method, 655

for simple design purposes, 677

unit step function, 318. See also Heaviside step

function

unitary matrices, 106

variation

first or second, 511

total, 511, 800

variational operator, 487–510

varied paths, 489

vibrations. See time-varying loads

virtual displacement, 484

virtual forces, virtual stresses, 499

virtual load method. See unit load method

virtual potential energy, 484

virtual work, 484

used to define equivalent nodal loads, 597

virtual work method. See unit load method

viscoelasticity, 128

von Mises shearing stresses, 59

warping constant, for beam torsion, 421, 442

warping deflections, 368

weight, vehicular, 1

well-formulated problems, 104

Winkler foundation. See elastic foundation

work, 122, 482

lost, 122

per unit volume, 122

Young’s modulus. See modulus of elasticity,
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